Introduction of a generally applicable method to estimate retrieval of active molecules for similarity searching using fingerprints.
Fingerprints are bit string representations of molecular structure and properties and are among the most widely used computational tools for similarity searching and database screening. Various fingerprint designs are available and their search performance is in general strongly dependent on the compound classes under study and the chemical characteristics of screening databases. Currently, it is not possible to predict the probability of identifying novel hits through fingerprint searching. However, for practical applications, such estimations would be very useful because one might be able, for example, to prioritize fingerprints and compound selection strategies or decide whether or not a similarity search campaign with subsequent experimental evaluation of candidate compounds would be promising at all. We have developed a method that makes it possible to predict the outcome of similarity search calculations using any type of keyed fingerprint. The methodology incorporates bit frequency distributions of reference molecules and the screening database into an information-theoretic function and determines the principally possible recall of active compounds within selection sets of varying size. We calibrate the function on diverse compound classes and accurately predict compound recovery in retrospective virtual screening trials. Furthermore, we correctly predict fingerprint search performance on two experimental high-throughput screening data sets (HTS). Our findings indicate that given a set of reference molecules, a fingerprint, and a screening database, we can readily estimate how likely it will be to retrieve active compounds, without knowledge about the distribution of potential hits in the database.